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ABSTRACT
Magnetic field lines in interstellar media have a rich morphology, which could be characterized by geometrical
parameters such as curvature and torsion. In this paper, we explore the statistical properties of magnetic field
line curvature κ in compressible magnetized turbulence. We see that both the mean and standard deviation of
magnetic field line curvature obey power-law relations to the magnetization. Moreover, the power-law tail of the
curvature probability distribution function is also proportional to the Alfvenic Mach number. We also explore
whether the curvature method could be used in the field-tracing Velocity Gradient Technique. In particular, we
observe that there is a relation between the mean and standard deviation of the curvature probed by velocity
gradients to MA. Finally we discuss how curvature is contributed by different MHD modes in interstellar
turbulence, and suggests that the eigenvectors of MHD modes could be possibly represented by the natural
Fernet-Serrat frame of the magnetic field lines. We discuss possible theoretical and observational applications
of the curvature technique, including the extended understanding on a special length scale that characterize the
importance of magnetic field curvature in driving MHD turbulence, and how it could be potentially used to
study self-gravitating system.
Keywords: Interstellar magnetic fields (845); Interstellar medium (847); Interstellar dynamics (839);
1. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence is ubiquitous in astrophysical environment and
the interstellar gases are permeated by turbulent magnetic
fields. Magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence plays
a very important role in various astrophysical phenomena
(see Armstrong et al. 1995; Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010;
Biskamp 2003; Elmegreen & Scalo 2004; McKee & Ostriker
2007; Beresnyak & Lazarian 2019), including star formation
(see McKee & Ostriker 2007; Mac Low & Klessen 2004; Fis-
sel et al. 2016), propagation and acceleration of cosmic rays
(see Jokipii 1966; Chandran 2000; Farmer & Goldreich 2004;
Yan & Lazarian 2008; Lazarian & Yan 2014; Lazarian 2016;
Xu & Lazarian 2018), as well as regulating heat and mass
transport between different ISM phases (Green 1993; Desh-
pande et al. 2000; Lazarian & Pogosyan 2004, 2006; Dickey
et al. 2001; Khalil et al. 2006; Begum et al. 2006; Padoan et
al. 2006 see Draine 2009 for the list of the phases).
The anisotropy of MHD turbulence is being well studied
in a number of important theoretical papers (Montgomery
& Turner 1981; Matthaeus et al. 1983; Shebalin et al. 1983;
kyuen@astro.wisc.edu
alazarian@facstaff.wisc.edu
Higdon 1984) The studies of the MHD turbulence of the solar
wind is presented in e.g. Tu & Marsch (1995) & Goldstein et
al. (1995) (see Bruno & Carbone 2013 for a review). The at-
tempts in estimating the anisotropy from observations of the
magnetosphere and solar wind resulted in the development
of the model of MHD turbulence (see Zank & Matthaeus
1992 and reference therein) that incorporates the concept of
2D ”reduced MHD” perturbations consisting of 2D reduced
MHD perturbations carrying approximately 80% of energy
and the slab Alfvenic waves carrying the remaining 20% of
energy (see Matthaeus et al. 2002 and references therein).
The theoretical description of incompressible MHD turbu-
lence that corresponds to numerical simulations was achieved
through understanding of both ”critical balance” that governs
the turbulent motions in the strong turbulence regime Gol-
dreich & Sridhar 1995, (henceforth GS95)1 and the role of
1 In GS95 the insight by (Higdon 1984) in terms of magnetized interstellar
turbulence was called ”nothing short of prophetic”. In addition, GS95 study
acknowledges that that the ”critical balance” between parallel and perpen-
dicular timescales is the key assumption in the derivation of the Straus
(1976) equations that was claimed in Montgomery (1982) to describe the
anisotropic state of incompressible MHD turbulence. Nevertheless, unlike
GS95, the aforementioned papers did not make the final step and did not
provided the derivation of the spectra and the parallel and perpendicular
scales.
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2turbulent reconnection that is a part and parcel of the tur-
bulent cascade in Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) (henceforth
LV99). GS95 predicted that most of the Alfvenic energy is
concentrated in the modes with critical balance between the
parallel and perpendicular motions leading to the scale de-
pendent anisotropy of the turbulent motions. This anisotropy
was derived in GS95 in the mean magnetic field of reference
and formulated in terms of scaling relation for the wavenum-
bers k‖ ∝ k2/3⊥ with k‖,⊥ being the parallel and perpendic-
ular wavenumbers respectively. Later research corrected this
point by introducing the local system of reference in which
the scale-dependent anisotropy is present. The concept of the
local reference system is self-evident from the point of view
of turbulent reconnection (see Lazarian et al. 2020 for a re-
view). It was shown in LV99 that the magnetic reconnection
happens over one eddy turnover time and therefore Alfvenic
turbulence can be presented as the collection of eddies with
their angular velocities aligned with the magnetic field. Nat-
urally, this field is not the mean magnetic field, but the field
that surrounds the eddy, i.e. the local magnetic field.2 There-
fore, the turbulence scaling should be studied in respect to
the local system of reference.
The practical way of defining the local system of refer-
ence in numerical simulations was suggested first in (Cho
& Vishniac 2000) and this and subsequent numerical stud-
ies unambiguously confirmed that the critical balance exist
only for the eddies, which parallel and perpendicular scales
are measured in respect to the local magnetic field and not
in respect to the mean magnetic field (Cho & Vishniac 2000;
Maron & Goldreich 2001; Cho et al. 2002). To reflect this
in formulating of MHD theory, the anisotropy is given as re-
lation between the sizes of parallel and perpendicular eddies
given by λ‖ ∼ λ2/3⊥ , which substitutes the relation between
the wave vectors k in the original formulation of the critical
balance.3 The scales λ⊥ and λ‖ are different from recipro-
cals of k⊥ and k‖ as they are measured in different systems
of reference.
Further studies allowed to extend the original incompress-
ible MHD theory to compressible media (Cho et al. 2002;
Cho & Lazarian 2002, 2003; Kowal & Lazarian 2010). A
detailed discussion of the theory of turbulence with deriva-
tions of the scaling relations as well as the discussion of the
stages of the theory development can be found in a reviews
(Brandenburg & Lazarian 2013, Beresnyak & Lazarian ...) as
well in a recent monograph on MHD turbulence (Beresnyak
& Lazarian 2019).
2 Incidentally, the critical balance condition in this formulation is a trivial
relation between the period of the eddy turnover λ⊥/vl and the period of
the Alfven wave that the rotation of the eddy induces, i.e. λ‖/VA.
3 We note that in the frame of the mean magnetic field the anisotropy is differ-
ent, i.e. k‖ ∼ Ck⊥, where C is a constant, i.e. there is no anisotropy that
changes with the scale (see Cho et al. 2002). Due to historic reasons, due
to the original formulation in the pioneering GS95 study, this fact some-
times causes confusion with the researchers searching the scale-dependent
anisotropy measuring parallel and perpendicular direction in respect to the
mean magnetic field.
The geometry of magnetic field is also a very important
way in characterizing its importance in interstellar turbulent
media. The Cauchy momentum equation carries a force term
that is proportional to B × (∇ × B), where B is the mag-
netic field, which could be decomposed into the pressure
term ∇(B2) and the tension term B · ∇B (See Biskamp
2003). The former term drives compression of fluid elements
while the latter term contains information on how magnetic
field bending would introduce acceleration to fluid elements.
If the magnetic field lines, with their strength being constant,
are bent with a curvature κ, then the tension term would be
proportional to κB2. Therefore characterizing the magnetic
field curvature in MHD turbulence allows one to directly es-
timate how much forces the magnetic field bending exert to
fluid elements.
Curvature of magnetic field could also estimate the mag-
netization. The curvature method has a significant advantage
compared to the traditional magnetic field polarization dis-
persion method which the latter only gives an estimation of
MA in a statistical area. For interstellar media that have force
balances within, the curvature of magnetic field is expected
to have a proportionality to magnetic field of B−2. which re-
flects the force balance that is employed by by the technique
in Li et al. (2015) that yields results consistent with the Chan-
drasekhar & Fermi (1953) technique. Notice that the curva-
ture of magnetic field is a local quantity while the method of
dispersion could only be measured statistically within a se-
lected region, which could provide significant advantage in
characterizing the field strength with higher resolution data.
This paper investigates the curvature of magnetic field lines
in the case of balanced turbulence. We start by introduc-
ing the theoretical formulation of curvature of a magnetic
field line in MHD turbulence, and also the expectation of
curvature dependencies on magnetic field strength in terms
of MHD turbulence theory. In §2 we discuss the numerical
method and introduce an efficient curvature calculation al-
gorithm applicable for both numerically and observationally.
§4 we discuss about the statistics on magnetic field line cur-
vature, especially on how it is related to both magnetization
and magnetic field strength, both 3D and 2D. In §5 we dis-
cuss the potential use of the curvature of velocity gradients
in estimating the field strength. In §6 we discuss about how
the three MHD modes behave both theoretically and numer-
ically when there is a non-zero curvature in magnetic field
lines, and the discuss the length scales that curvature would
drive the MHD modes. In §8 we discuss the potential use and
caveats of the curvature method. In particular, we discuss
how possibly curvature would deduce gravitational status in
§8.4. In §9 we conclude our paper.
2. THE THEORY OF MAGNETIC FIELD LINE
CURVATURE
2.1. Mathematical formulation of curvature and torsion of
magnetic field lines
Magnetic field line can be considered to be ”the path” of
an imaginary particle with the particle speed B at each point
in a small neighborhood. Such characterization of ”mag-
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netic field lines” globally does not exists since the concept
of magnetic field lines becomes ambiguous when we face
regions with magnetic reconnections or magnetic field cross-
ing (Newcomb 1958). The consideration of the geometry of
the local field lines provides immediate advantage: A natu-
ral curvilinear frame called FrenetSerret frame could be de-
fined locally with two geometric properties about magnetic
field called curvature κ and torsion τ , which characterize how
does the magnetic field lines deviated from a line and a plane
respectively. While their velocity counterpart (velocity cur-
vature, torsion) are well studied (See, e.g. Braun et al. 2006;
Kadoch et al. 2011), the study of magnetic field curvature has
not been popular until recently (Yang et al. 2019).
In the studies of magnetic field topology, the concept of
curvature is important since magnetic field lines are expected
to have a smaller curvature as the strength of the magnetic
field increases. A recent numerical work by Yang et al.
(2019) shows the probability density function (PDF) of the
magnetic field curvature has a power-law tail of κ−2 in 2D
and κ−2.5 in 3D for incompressible simulation with initially
fluctuation energy equi-partitioned between the kinetic and
magnetic ones. They also show magnetic field lines follow a
proportionality relation of κ ∝ fB/B2 with fb represents the
normal force component. Observationally Li et al. (2015)
uses the curvature of magnetic field lines as an estimate of
magnetic field strength in NGC6334. Together, curvature of
magnetic field lines becomes an important physical quantity
in characterizing the strength of magnetic field.
Mathematically, we would parametrize the magnetic field
lines by the line variable s assuming the magnetic field forms
a vector field for a imaginary particle. Intuitively, we would
imagine a particle placed at at an arbitrary initial position r0
and allow it to evolve following the vector integral dLBdt =
B(r− r0) with the magnetic field B is a velocity field of the
particle. The path length of the imaginary particle is then:
s(l) =
∫ l
0
dl′
√
B2x(l
′) +B2y(l′) +B2z (l′) (1)
the Frenet-Serret frame of the the magnetic fields lines would
be (Callen 2003):
dtˆ
ds
= +κnˆ
dnˆ
ds
= −κtˆ + τ bˆ
dbˆ
ds
= −τ nˆ
(2)
where tˆ = Bˆ the unit vector of the magnetic field, nˆ, bˆ are
the normal and the binormal vector respectively, and the line
derivative dxds = tˆ · ∇x if a vector x is a unit vector, τ is the
torsion of the magnetic field line (§8.1). Under this formula-
tion, the signed curvature could be given by:
κ = nˆ · dtˆ
ds
(3)
2.2. Prediction of dependencies of curvature to magnetic
field strength, sonic and Alfvenic Mach number in
MHD turbulence
The Frenet-Serret frame is a natural frame in studying the
local geometry of magnetic field. We expect that in the pres-
ence of magnetized turbulence, there should be a power law
κ ∝ B−γ where γ is a constant yet to be defined. From Eq.3,
apparently the magnetic field line curvature is inversely pro-
portional to the squared amplitude of magnetic field. Indeed,
as argued in Yang et al. (2019), if the force term is constant,
then κ ∝ B−2 but in the case of MHD turbulence the interac-
tion of velocity and magnetic fields would tend to reduce the
dependencies of κ to B. Therefore we would expect γ < −2
the properties of turbulence is characterized not only by mag-
netic field strength but also the velocities and densities of the
fluid elements, a more appropriate estimate would be
κ ∝MγA, (4)
whereMA = vinj/vA is the ratio of the injection and Alfven
velocities, vA = B0/
√
4piρ0.
We can make similar estimation on the dependence of
κ ∝ MγA from the theory of MHD turbulence (Goldreich &
Sridhar 1995; Lazarian & Vishniac 1999), henceforth GS95
and LV99, respectively. As the Goldreich & Sridhar (1995)
formulated for trans-Alfvenic, i.e. MA = 1 turbulence, in
what follows we are mostly using the Lazarian & Vishniac
(1999) expressions obtained for MA < 1. For MA > 1 the
GS95 approach can be easily generalized (see Lazarian 2006)
as we discuss this below.
In the incompressible limit, the parallel and perpendicular
length scales of the turbulent eddies would be related by the
following relations based on the theory of MHD turbulence.
In the following we shall only consider cases where we have
either strong magnetic field (MA = vinj/vA < 1, vinj is the
injection velocity and vA is the Alfven velocity) or we are in
the regime of dynamically important magnetic field (MA >
1 but the lengths scale l < lA = LinjM−3A , where Linj
is the injection scale). Here we consider that the magnetic
field eddies are coherent to that of the velocity eddies, so that
one could simply use the same scaling law for magnetic field
structures without further approximations.
In the cases of strong magnetization, there exists a scale
l = LinjM
2
A such that scales smaller than that would be the
strong turbulence. We shall spare the discussion of length
scales larger than that since that usually have a limited spa-
tial range. We stress that the parallel λ‖ and perpendicular
length scale λ⊥ are defined in terms of the local direction of
magnetic field. While in earlier works (Shebalin et al. 1983;
Higdon 1984; Matthaeus et al. 1996) the anisotropy is ob-
served and theoretically tested, these anisotropies are gener-
ally measured along the mean magnetic field. In fact, the
concept of the local magnetic field is absent in Goldreich &
Sridhar (1995) where all the closure relations used for the
derivation are formulated in the reference frame of the mean
field (Lazarian & Vishniac 1999). The concept of local ref-
erence frame was shown to be valid numerically (see Cho &
4Vishniac 2000; Maron & Goldreich 2001; Cho et al. 2001, or
the appendix of Lazarian et al. 2018 for a comprehensive dis-
cussion.). It is important to stress that the relations between
λ‖ and λ⊥ are not valid if ‖ and ⊥ distances are measured in
respect to the mean field (Cho & Vishniac 2000).
Properties of MHD turbulence are easy to understand
within the model of magnetic eddies aligned with the local
direction of magnetic field (Lazarian & Vishniac 1999) is es-
sential. That means that the anisotropy should be computed
in respect to magnetic field at the scale of the eddies. In the
local system of magnetic field of the eddies, the parallel and
perpendicular scales of the eddy are related for MA < 1 as
(Lazarian & Vishniac 1999):
λ‖ ∼ Linj
(
λ⊥
Linj
)2/3
M
−4/3
A , (5)
where λ‖,⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular length scales
of the turbulent eddies under Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) for-
malism. Eq. (5) has two differences from the original expres-
sion by Goldreich & Sridhar (1995). First of all, it relates the
physical scales of the eddies rather than wavenumbers. The
latter are given in the frame of the mean field and do not
exhibit the scale dependent anisotropy of Eq. (5). Second,
Goldreich & Sridhar theory is formulated for MA = 1.
Readers should be careful that the parallel and perpendic-
ular scales that we are discussing here are referring to the
local scales argument in Lazarian & Vishniac (1999). Nu-
merically the 2/3 scaling law is tested in Cho & Vishniac
(2000), and the energy spectrum is tested in Cho & Lazar-
ian (2003). Those studies confirmed that the aspect ratio is
larger for smaller eddies and, in fact, follows the predicted
critical balance relation. The justification of such a proce-
dure follows from the eddy description of MHD turbulence
based on Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) study. The subsequent
studies, see Cho et al. (2002); Beresnyak et al. (2005), pro-
vided the numerical support for these scalings. Recently the
appendix of Yuen et al. (2018) also revisit this issue and state
again clear that only the local computation would yields the
desired 2/3 scaling law, in agreement with the expectations
based on Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) reconnection theory.
For super-Alfvenic turbulence MA > 1 and at large scales
magnetic fields do not change the Kolmogorov picture.While
in the case of weak magnetization and l < lA = LinjM−3A ,
the parallel λ‖ and perpendicular length scale λ⊥ are related
by:
λ‖ ∼ Linj
(
λ⊥
Linj
)2/3
(6)
In either cases, the minimal curvature of the eddies mea-
sured for the eddy of size λ⊥ could be estimated by λ⊥/λ2‖.
Therefore we would obtain the expected curvature for eddies
as a variable of the minor length λ⊥:
κ(λ⊥) ∼ L−2/3inj λ−1/3⊥ ·
{
M
8/3
A (MA < 1, l < LinjM
2
A)
1 (MA > 1, l < LinjM
−3
A )
(7)
which the curvature at length scale λ⊥ is proportional to the
Alfvenic Mach number. Here the curvature that we mea-
sured, κ(λ⊥), correspond to the curvature we measure in real
space when we only discuss eddies of size λ⊥. For eddies
larger than the scales in the two individual cases, i.e. for
l > LinjM
2
A if MA < 1 and l < LinjM
−3
A for MA > 1 re-
spectively, the curvature of these isotropic eddies with scale
λ is simply λ−1 with no relation between λ and MA.
The measured curvature value in real space would be
mainly contributed by two factors: (1) the largest scale
that has turbulent anisotropy (2) contributions from eddies
with scales larger than the largest scale that has turbulent
anisotropy. Since the curvature value of real space is basi-
cally a statistical sum of all curvature values from the ed-
dies with different size, it is natural to consider for what size
the eddy dominates over the measurements. In the case of
sub-Alfvenic turbulence, the largest scale measurable with
anisotropy is l = LinjM2A. Therefore the curvature of eddies
at scale l = LinjM2A would be:
κ(λ⊥ = LinjM2A) = L
−1
injM
2
A (MA < 1) (8)
while for super-Alfvenic turbulence, the respective transition
scale is l = LinjM−3A
κ(λ⊥ = LinjM−3A ) = L
−1
injM
1
A (MA > 1) (9)
The contribution of curvature from eddies with scales larger
than the scale having turbulence anisotropy has no depen-
dence of MA. The observed curvature would then be a sta-
tistical sum of curvature values acting on different size of ed-
dies. Moreover, notice that the discussion above is based on
the turbulence scaling laws from incompressible turbulence
theory. Since compressible modes in compressible magne-
tized turbulence (See Cho & Lazarian 2003) rarely have non-
zero curvature and the observed curvature is the statistical av-
erage of the curvature values obtained from the three MHD
modes, the larger weight of compressible modes would de-
crease the observed curvature (See discussion in §6). Obser-
vationally we cannot perform an analysis of curvature as a
function of λ⊥ unless precise magnetic field orientations are
given, which requires the knowledge of the knowledge of the
3D magnetic field distribution. Statistically one would only
obtain a value of curvature contributed by all three modes
of MHD turbulence, and all scales. As a result we expect
that the measured curvature value has a weaker dependence
to MA for both cases, i.e. we expect :
κ ∼ L−1inj ·
{
M2−αA (MA < 1)
M1−αA (MA > 1)
(10)
for some constant α dependent on the properties of injec-
tion and the composition of modes. As we will see in §4,
the inclusion of α is necessary in explaining the behavior of
curvature in compressible turbulence.
We also expect the index γ = 2 − α(MA < 1) or 1 −
α(MA > 1) to be shallower in 2D, i.e γ2D < γ3D since the
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projection effect of magnetic field would tends to cancel out
the magnetic field deviations that is not a straight line. As
a result the curvature observed in the projected space should
be systematically smaller than that in the 3D.
3. METHOD
3.1. Simulation setup
The numerical data cubes are obtained by 3D MHD sim-
ulations that is from a single fluid, operator-split, staggered
grid MHD Eulerian code ZEUS-MP/3D to set up a three di-
mensional, uniform turbulent medium. Our simulations are
isothermal with T = 10K. To simulate the part of the inter-
stellar cloud, periodic boundary conditions are applied. We
inject turbulence solenoidally4
For our controlling simulations parameters, various
Alfvenic Mach numbers MA = Vinj/VA and sonic Mach
numbers Ms = Vinj/Vs are employed 5, where Vinj is the
injection velocity, while VA and Vs are the Alfven and sonic
velocities respectively, which they are listed in Table 1. For
the case of MA < Ms, it corresponds to the simulations of
turbulent plasma with thermal pressure smaller than the mag-
netic pressure, i.e. plasma with low confinement coefficient
β/2 = V 2s /V
2
A < 1. In contrast, the case that is MA > Ms
corresponds to the magnetic pressure dominated plasma with
high confinement coefficient β/2 > 1.
From now on we refer to the simulations in Table 1 by their
model name. For example, the figures with model name indi-
cate which data cube was used to plot the corresponding fig-
ure. Each simulation name follows the rule that is the name
is with respect to the varied Ms & MA in ascending order of
confinement coefficient β. The selected ranges ofMs,MA, β
are determined by possible scenarios of astrophysical turbu-
lence from very subsonic to supersonic cases.
3.2. Synthetic observations
The raw data from simulation cubes are converted to syn-
thetic maps for studies of curvature. Since we would inves-
tigate both polarization and magnetic field probed by Veloc-
ity Gradient Technique (Yuen & Lazarian 2017a; Lazarian &
Yuen 2018a, see §3.3), we shall deliver the method in synthe-
sizing the Stokes parameters, intensities, centroids and veloc-
ity channels here.
4 These simulations are the Fourier-space forced driving isothermal simu-
lations. The choice of force stirring over the other popular choice of
decaying turbulence is because only the former will exhibit the full char-
acteristics of turbulence statistics (e.g power law, turbulence anisotropy)
extended from k = 2 to a dissipation scale of 12 pixels in a simulation ,
and matches with what we see in observations (e.g. Armstrong et al. 1995;
Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010) .
5 For isothermal MHD simulation without gravity, the simulations are scale-
free. The two scale-free parameters MA,Ms determine all properties of
the numerical cubes and the resultant simulation is universal in the inertial
range. That means one can easily transform to whatever units as long as
the dimensionless parameters MA,Ms are not changed.
The Stokes parameters for synthetic observation are given
by
Q ∝
∫
dzn cos(2θ) sin2 γinc
U ∝
∫
dzn sin(2θ) sin2 γinc
θpol =
1
2
tan2−1(U/Q)
(11)
where n is the number density, θ, γinc are the 3D planer angle
and inclination angle of magnetic field vectors with respect
to the line of sight respectively. The dispersion of the polar-
ization angle θpol is directly proportional to the perpendicular
Alfvenic Mach number MA,⊥.
The normalized velocity centroid C(R) in the simplest
case6 is defined as
C(R) = I−1
∫
ρv(R, v)vdv,
I(R) =
∫
ρv(R, v)dv,
(12)
where ρv is density of the emitters in the Position-Position-
Velocity (PPV) space, v is the velocity component along the
line of sight and R is the 2D vector in the pictorial plane.
The integration is assumed to be over the entire range of v.
Naturally, I(R) is the emission intensity. The C(R) is also
an integral of the product of velocity and line of sight density,
which follows from a simple transformation of variables (see
Lazarian & Esquivel 2003). For constant density, C(R) is
just the line of sight velocity averaged over the line of sight.
We also consider the velocity channel at v = 0 here as
a case study. Mathematically, the density in PPV space of
emitters with local sonic speed cs(x) =
√
γkBT/µMMW ,
where µMMW is the mean molecular weight of the emitter,
moving along the line-of-sight with stochastic turbulent ve-
locity u(x) and regular coherent velocity, e.g. the galactic
shear velocity, vg(x) is (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2004)
ρs(X, v) =
∫ S
0
dz
ρ(x)√
2piβT
exp
[
− (v − vg(x)− u(x))
2
2c2s(X, z)
]
(13)
where sky position is described by 2D vector X = (x, y)
and z is the line-of-sight coordinate, γ is the adiabatic index,
S is the cloud depth. Notice that cs would be a function of
distance if the emitter is not isothermal. The Eq. (13) is exact,
including the case when the temperature of emitters varies in
space. The observed velocity channel at velocity position v0
and channel width ∆v is then, assuming a constant velocity
6 Higher order centroids are considered in Yuen & Lazarian (2017b) and they
have vn, e.g. with n = 2, in the expression of the centroid. Such centroids
may have their own advantages. However, for the sake of simplicity we
employ for the rest of the paper n = 1.
6window W (v) = 1 and vg(x) = 0:
Ch(X; v0,∆v) =
∫ v0+∆v/2
v0−∆v/2
dvρs(X, v)
=
∫ S
0
dz
ρ(x)√
2pic2s
∫ v0+∆v/2
v0−∆v/2
dve
− (v−u(x))2
2c2s
(14)
We shall deliver the methods of computing the gradients of
velocity channel and use it as a probe of tracing magnetic
fields.
3.3. Velocity Gradient Technique
The Velocity Gradient Technique (VGT, see Gonza´lez-
Casanova & Lazarian 2017) is an innovative method that uses
the properties of turbulence anisotropy in MHD turbulence to
probe the direction of magnetic field. The basic idea is to ob-
tain the magnetic field predictions by rotating the output the
sub-block averaging of the gradients of observables by 90o
(Yuen & Lazarian 2017a), which is supported by a number of
theoretical and numerical works (Goldreich & Sridhar 1995;
Lazarian & Vishniac 1999; Maron & Goldreich 2001; Cho
& Lazarian 2002, 2003) The VGT is applicable to veloc-
ity centroids (Gonza´lez-Casanova & Lazarian 2017; Yuen &
Lazarian 2017a), intensities (Yuen & Lazarian 2017a; Hu et
al. 2019c) and also velocity channel maps (Lazarian & Yuen
2018a). The same method is also migrated to synchrotron
studies and applicable to both synchrotron intensities (Lazar-
ian et al. 2017) and multi-frequency synchrotron polarization
(Lazarian & Yuen 2018b).
The gradients of the three observables (intensity, centroid,
velocity channel) we introduced in §3.2 would be computed
as follows. We would first compute the Sobel kernel of the
observables which we would call it the raw gradients. The
distribution histogram peak of raw gradients would provide
us the predicted direction of magnetic field directions probed
by the gradients of observables, provided that the Gaussian
fitting requirement stated in Yuen & Lazarian (2017a) is sat-
isfied, which is called sub-block averaging in Yuen & Lazar-
ian (2017a). The 90o rotated gradients are our predicted mag-
netic field directions by the gradients of observables. We
would not apply further improvements of the technique (e.g.
Lazarian & Yuen 2018a; Hu et al. 2018) since these tech-
niques tend to straighten the estimated magnetic field lines.
3.4. Self-consistent curvature and torsion obtaining method
through enumerating Lagrangian particles
Computing curvature by Eq.2 is difficult since the com-
putation of B · ∇B does not often yield a vector parallel
to nˆ numerically. The reason behind is because the spa-
tial derivative of magnetic field is not guaranteed to have
(B ·∇B) ·B = 0. In view of that Yang et al. (2019) uses the
expression κ = |Bˆ× (Bˆ · ∇Bˆ)| to extract the curvature only
part of magnetic field. Below we discuss an algorithm that
could possibly bypass the problem with the cost of interpola-
tion accuracy: We treat the magnetic field as the velocity field
of an imaginary particle (see §2) and find the path integral in
Model MS MA β = 2M2A/M
2
S Resolution
huge-0 6.17 0.22 0.0025 7923
huge-1 5.65 0.42 0.011 7923
huge-2 5.81 0.61 0.022 7923
huge-3 5.66 0.82 0.042 7923
huge-4 5.62 1.01 0.065 7923
huge-5 5.63 1.19 0.089 7923
huge-6 5.70 1.38 0.12 7923
huge-7 5.56 1.55 0.16 7923
huge-8 5.50 1.67 0.18 7923
huge-9 5.39 1.71 0.20 7923
Table 1. Description of MHD simulation cubes which some of
them have been used in the series of papers about VGT (Yuen &
Lazarian 2017a,b; Lazarian & Yuen 2018a,b). Ms and MA are the
R.M.S values at each the snapshots are taken.
a sufficiently small area, so that one could have a represen-
tation of the ”magnetic field line function LB(t)” that has:
LB(t = 0) = r0 = Spatial position of the pixel
dLB
dt
= B(r− r0)
(15)
Readers should be reminded that if we put dLBdt = v, then we
are effectively converting the Eulerian hydrodynamic vari-
ables to the Lagrangian one, which is simply the standard
Lagrangian particle-tracking algorithm (see Ouellette et al.
2006; Xu et al. 2007).
We perform an integrator method that integrates Eq.15 by
the RungeKutta method (order 2/4/4.5 depending on the ac-
curacy requirement). We first impose an interpolation field
so that the magnetic vector field B(r) is well defined in a
local patch of the 3D real space r ∈ ∆L3 ⊂ R3. The in-
terpolation is usually performed using the family of splines
to estimate values between the grid points. Cubic spline is
a popular option. The interpolation could be done very eas-
ily through Julia’s Interpolation package 7. Then one could
obtain the tangent vector:
T(t) =
L˙B(t)
|L˙B(t)|
(16)
Following Eq.3, one could obtain both κ and τ very easily.
The number of steps required for the integrator method is
explicitly depending on how one express the differential op-
erator ddt . For instance, if one uses the one-dimensional Five-
point stencil in estimating the differentiation on the position
7 https://github.com/JuliaMath/Interpolations.jl
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vector r(t) at time t0 with some custom step size dt
r′(t0) =
−r(t0 + 2dt) + 8r(t0 + dt)− 8r(t0 − dt) + r(t0 − 2dt)
12dt
(17)
then the number of points required in obtaining κ(t = t0)
and τ(t = t0) (See §8.1) at position t0 is 2× (5− 1) + 1 = 9
and 3× (5− 1) + 1 = 13 points respectively. The advantage
of the current method is that we are sticking to the definition
of Frenet-Serret frame based on the tangent of the (magnetic
field) line. The small dt will guarantee that the integrated
line would only be locally defined. The method is valid for
both 2D and 3D. However readers should be reminded that
torsion is nonzero only when we are tackling a 3D line.
This method is very versatile since one could also compute
curvature of scalar structures, say intensity map I , through
replacing B in Eq.15 to the gradients of I rotated by 90o. This
application is especially useful for the studies based on the
Velocity Gradient Technique since curvature is an important
quantity aside from orientation and amplitudes of gradients
that characterizes the underlying magnetic field properties.
Readers should be reminded that, to compute curvature
one must make sure the respective circle that has radius 1/κ
could be represented by the grid resolution. One caveat here
is that, it is impossible to obtain curvature values larger than
0.5 (in units of 1/pixel) since the respective circle with radius
smaller than 2 pixels would not be resolved in the numerical
grid.
4. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF MAGNETIC FIELD
CURVATURE AND TORSION IN 3D MHD
COMPRESSIBLE TURBULENCE
The very first thing to start with would be to examine the
statistical properties of the curvature field. We shall discuss
the statistics through the simple tools like mean, standard de-
viations and histograms both in 3D and projected 2D spaces
and both along and perpendicular to the field lines. Previous
literature that discuss curvatures are mainly focused on the
curvature of velocity fields (Braun et al. 2006; Ouellette &
Gollub 2007, 2008; Kadoch et al. 2011). The study of statis-
tics on magnetic field curvature is only recently done by Yang
2019 by an incompressible equi-partitioned magnetized tur-
bulence simulation. As commented in §2, we expect the sta-
tistical parameters would give us a dependence of κ ∝ MγA
for some positive values of γ. For the reader’s reference, we
are expressing the values of κ as the function of numerical
pixels since there is an explicit upper bound for κ in numeri-
cal simulations (See §3.4).
4.1. Curvature of 3D magnetic field
In 3D we do not need to employ the algorithm as listed in
§3.4 since it is straightforward to show κ = |Bˆ× (Bˆ · ∇Bˆ)|.
Figure 1 shows how the three dimensional statistics would
behave as a function of the Alfvenic Mach number. Here we
use the mean and standard deviation as ways to extract sim-
ple statistics (left and middle of Fig.1). From our theoretical
discussion (§2), we expect that statistically the magnetic field
Figure 1. A set of figures showing how the mean value of curvature
〈κ〉 (top), the standard deviation of curvature σκ (middle) and the
PDF power-law tail slope of the magnetic field curvature κ (bottom)
with respect to the Alfvenic Mach number MA. Notice that the
power-law tail slope is expected to be negative, we are plotting its
absolute value.
8curvature should be proportional to MγA for some constant γ.
From the upper plot of Figure 1, we see a two-section power
law for 〈κ〉 (in 1/pixel):
〈κ〉 ∝
{
M1.67A MA < 1
M0.71A MA ≥ 1
(18)
with a turning point 〈κ〉 ∼ 0.15pixel−1 while for standard
deviation of curvature, σκ (middle plot of Fig.1, in 1/pixel):
σκ ∝
{
M1.67A MA < 1
M0.78A MA ≥ 1
(19)
with a turning point 〈κ〉 ∼ 0.25pixel−1. The fitting lines
in Eq.18 and Eq.19 look surprisingly similar with a relatively
high coefficient of determination of 0.9 or above. These mea-
surements are consistent to the theoretical prediction in §2.2
with the coefficient α defined in §2.2 to be
α =

0.33 (MA < 1, 〈κ〉)
0.29 (MA > 1, 〈κ〉)
0.33 (MA < 1, σκ)
0.22 (MA > 1, σκ)
(20)
which are fairly similar for these four cases. The split of the
power laws between MA ≥ 1 and MA < 1 are also expected
and consistent to our findings in one of our previous work
using velocity gradients in probing magnetization (Lazarian
et al. 2018) since there are different scaling laws below and
above MA.
Figure 2. A figure showing the PDF of curvature for the cube huge-
0. We see a power-law tail slope of 2.28 for this particular cube,
which has a slightly smaller value than the value recently seen in
Yang et al. 2019 (2.5).
We also employ the method of histogram tails since it was
suggested that f(κ) ∼ κ−2.5 in Yang et al. (2019). The lower
part of Figure 1 shows the power-law tail slope as a function
ofMA. One could see that the slope power-law tail is actually
a function ofMA. Our result should not be directly compared
to that in Yang et al. (2019) who has a general slope of -2.5
since we are performing simulations for different settings.
(1) we are performing a full 3D, compressible, driven simu-
lations while that of Yangs paper perform a 3D, incompress-
ible, decaying simulations. The compressible simulation al-
lows one to store energy into the the two other compressible
modes, effectively reducing the curvature of magnetic field
lines driven by turbulence driving. (2) We are testing our the-
ory using the turbulence statistics, while Yangs work is based
on the formulation of the magnetic force term in the Cauchy
momentum equation. (3) We tested the dependencies of the
histogram tail as a function of global Alfvenic Mach number
with multiple simulations, whileYang et al. (2019) is charac-
terizing the curvature as a distribution of local magnetic field
strength. Moreover, it is expected that the PDF of the curva-
ture should be a function of Alfvenic Mach number since in
strongly magnetized medium we do not expect a large varia-
tion of curvature values due to the constraints of strong field,
resulting in a relatively steep power-law tail in the low MA
limit. In the case of weak magnetic field, the allowed val-
ues of curvature is less bounded by the magnetic field itself
compared to the strong field cases, which would lead to an
extended PDF tail and a shallower slope.
4.2. 2D Magnetic field curvature obtained in synthetic
observations
We would like to see whether the dependencies of would
be seen in observation when we view the cloud parallel or
perpendicular to the line of sight. Figure 3 shows how 〈κ〉,
σκ and the slope of the PDF tail would respond as a function
of MA when we project the Stokes parameter perpendicular
and parallel to the mean magnetic field using the procedure
laid in §3.
We immediately recognize there are different behavior for
the relation of 〈κ〉 toMA in 2D and 3D. In 3D we have a two-
section power law that has a cut-off of MA = 1. However,
such a power-law is not seen in both cases of B ⊥ line of
sight (LOS) and B ‖ LOS. In fact, in the case of B ⊥ LOS
we see that a uniform power-law describes the data better,
which has 〈κ〉 ∝ M1.17A . Nevertheless it is shallower than
the section of the power-law that we have in MA < 1 in §4.2
yet steeper than the other section of the power-law that we
have in MA > 1. A very similar effect also happens to σκ
that, only a single power-law would be sufficient to describe
the data here (σκ ∝M1.39A ).
We also see that the previously seen power law disappears
when we project the magnetic field data along its mean field
direction, i.e. B ‖ LOS. In this scenario both 〈κ〉 and σκ are
more or less a constant of MA. This is expected since we
should only see the hydrodynamic nature of the magnetized
turbulence if we are observing it along its mean field direc-
tion. We see that the value of 〈κ〉 arrives at the maximum
value allowed in the curvature algorithm (See §3.4). This
suggests that the measured Alfvenic Mach number is actu-
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Figure 3. Six panels of figures showing the plot of 〈κ〉 (upper row), σκ (middle row) and (absolute value of) the slope of the PDF tail (lower
row) as functions of MA when we project the numerical cube perpendicular to the magnetic field (left column) and parallel to the magnetic
field (right column) respectively. We provide the slope of the fitting line for each figure.
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ally the perpendicular Mach number MA,perp = MA cos θ,
where θ is the angle between the mean magnetic field and the
line of sight.
In the case of the power-law tail slope of the PDF, we see
that there still exists a power law between the PDF slope and
MA. One interesting thing to note here is, the values of the
power-law tail slope actually becomes more disperse when
the synthetic maps are obtained by projected perpendicular
to the mean magnetic field directions than those in the 3D.
When we view the numerical cube with its mean field paral-
lel to the line of sight, we also see the PDF tail slope has
different responses as a function of MA compared to that
when B ⊥ LOS. By using these tools together, it is pos-
sible to extract the Alfvenic Mach number in the range of
MA ∈ (0.2, 1.7).
5. RELATION OF GRADIENT CURVATURE,
MAGNETIC FIELD LINE CURVATURE AND
MAGNETIZATION
Aside from the curvature of magnetic field lines, we could
also apply the curvature technique to method that could po-
tentially trace magnetic field lines. The Velocity Gradi-
ent technique (Yuen & Lazarian 2017a,b; Lazarian & Yuen
2018a) is a very powerful technique in probing magnetic field
using gradient statistics of turbulence observables. Theoreti-
cally for a local magnetic field B we expect the term B · ∇v
to be statistically zero as long as the area of sampling is large
enough, which is shown in the series of VGT literature. Un-
der the framework of curvature, it is expected to see that the
curvature of velocity gradients would be statistically com-
parable to that of magnetic field curvature. Since we are
down-sampling the data with the sub-block averaging (Yuen
& Lazarian 2017a), the PDF would not have enough sample
to plot even with the smallest block size allowed. As a result
we spare the discussion on the PDF tail slope in the sections
that involve the block averaging. Here we select a block size
of 72 pixels as case study of how good gradient curvature
could represent magnetization
We show the curvature of magnetic field as probed by
the Velocity Gradient Technique in Fig. 4. Notice that the
gradient method in the recipe of Yuen & Lazarian (2017a)
would introduce natural dispersion which has been discussed
also in Lazarian et al. (2018). In the concept of curvature
that means the minimum curvature attained by gradients of
these observables are not zero, which has been reflected as
the ”base” of the top-base method in Lazarian et al. (2018).
With enough resolution in simulation and statistically suffi-
cient block-sampling this minimum curvature would eventu-
ally go to zero.
While there are different dependencies of the statistical
measures, there are few interesting properties in Fig. 4 that
are consistent to previous sections or works on VGT. For in-
stance, there is a generally growing trend for both 〈κ〉 and
σκ when MA increases, which suggests that the gradients
of these observables are indeed correlated to the magnetic
field curvature. Counting the factor of non-zero minimum
curvature for gradients, it is possible to correlate the curva-
ture of gradients of observables to the curvature of magnetic
field. Second, it is very apparent that the curvature of inten-
sity gradients are significantly larger than that of the veloc-
ity centroid and channel gradients especially in the case of
MA < 1. This is consistent to the previous VGT finding that
centroids are generally better than intensity gradients (Yuen
& Lazarian 2017a,b), channels are even better in represent-
ing the magnetic field structure compared to centroids and
intensity gradients Lazarian et al. (2018); Hu et al. (2018) ,
and also intensity gradients are suffered by shocks and self-
gravity (Yuen & Lazarian 2017b; Hu et al. 2019c). Third,
there is a significant flattening of both 〈κ〉 and σκ of all three
observables as MA ≥ 1. This is because the turbulent scal-
ing are different in the case of MA < 1 and MA > 1 (See
Lazarian 2006 for a summary of them).
6. CONTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT MODES
TOWARDS CURVATURE OF GRADIENTS
The concept of MHD modes are crucial in understand-
ing the geometry of magnetic field lines in interstellar me-
dia. In compressible turbulence it is found numerically that
Alfven modes dominate. In the case of 3D MHD compress-
ible turbulence with the mean field being a straight line, the
Alfven mode is believed to be divergence free (Cho & Lazar-
ian 2002, 2003; Lazarian 2006, See also §8.2 and §8.3 for an
alternative discussion). The two compressible modes could
then be represented by linear combinations of the so-called
parallel (to the local magnetic field, see §2.1) and perpen-
dicular components of wave vector. Under this assumption,
Cho & Lazarian (2003) developed a technique in obtaining
the unit vectors of the three MHD modes and tested the ex-
pected dependence theoretically derived in Goldreich & Srid-
har (1995) that k‖ ∝ k2/3⊥ . One of the very important discov-
ery from Cho & Lazarian (2003) is that there is little interfer-
ence between the incompressible Alfven modes and the com-
pressible slow and fast modes during the whole simulations,
suggesting the coupling between Alfven and other modes are
weak. The incompressibiltiy of Alfven mode also suggests
that the only way to store energy into Alfven mode is to bend
it, i.e. introduce curvature to it. While it is also possible
to bend the other two modes, the compressibility of these
modes act as a spring that can absorb energy when bending
them. Therefore it is obvious that Alfven mode would store
much more energy due to curvature than the other two modes.
Combining with the facts that Alfven modes dominate over
the two other modes, we expect that the curvature would be
mostly contributed by the Alfven modes. In below we shall
examine the velocity gradient curvature induced by different
modes as a function of Alfvenic Mach number.
The mode decomposition method for single fluid poly-
tropic MHD turbulence is described in Cho & Lazarian
(2002) and further elaborated in Cho & Lazarian (2003). The
three MHD modes, namely the Alfven, slow and fast modes
can be decomposed in the Fourier space with respect to the
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Figure 4. Six figures showing how the curvature of intensity gradients (red), velocity centroid gradients (orange) and velocity channel with
v = 0 (blue) are related to MS under three statistical parameters 〈κ〉 (left column) and σκ (right column) for both B ⊥ LOS (upper row) and
B ‖ LOS (lower row). See §3.2 for the definition of the observables.
local mean magnetic field B0 by:
k = k‖Bˆ0 + k⊥kˆ⊥ = k‖kˆ‖ + k⊥kˆ⊥
ζˆA = kˆ⊥ × kˆ‖
ζˆS ∝ (−1 + α−
√
D)k‖kˆ‖ + (1 + α−
√
D)k⊥kˆ⊥
ζˆF ∝ (−1 + α+
√
D)k‖kˆ‖ + (1 + α+
√
D)k⊥kˆ⊥
(21)
These unit vectors are mutually orthogonal and spans over
R3. The decomposition is valid when the physical scale is
larger than the 1st decoupling scale kdec,ni as neutrals and
ions can be considered to be one co-moving species instead
of two (See Xu et.al 2015,2016). The decomposition starts to
become physically unjustified as between the two decoupling
scales kdec,ni = γdρi < γdρn = kdec,in there are three more
damping modes for the two velocities vi,n that characterize
the two-fluid partially coupling MHD equations. In our case
we are mostly in the diffuse ISM regime, therefore we could
stick with the single fluid mode decomposition for the rest of
the current section.
The line of sight component of the three modes are pro-
jected perpendicularly so that we would not be interfered by
the line of sight effect (See §4). The projection is effectively
computing the velocity centroid of these three modes assum-
ing the density as a constant. The assumption is necessarily
since the density fluctuation corresponding to Alfven mode
is zero but this is not the case for slow and the fast mode.
For a fair comparison we only consider their velocity fluctu-
ations and see how would the three modes behave. In this
scenario we find that a block size of 18 pixels would fulfill
the block-averaging condition (Yuen & Lazarian 2017a).
Fig. 5 shows how 〈κ〉 and σκ of the gradients of Alfven
(blue), slow (orange) and fast (green) modes behave as a
function of MA. We also provide the fitting line for the
Alfven mode which is a more apparent power-law relation
in these two figures. We can immediately see a few things
from these figures. First, the result from Fig. 5 shows Alfven
mode indeed has a higher curvature value compared to the
other two modes, with the only exception of MA = 0.2 case
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Figure 5. Two figures showing how 〈κ〉 and σκ of the gradients of Alfven (blue), slow (orange) and fast (green) modes behave as a function of
MA. We also provide the fitting line for the Alfven mode which is a more apparent power-law relation in these two figures.
(huge-0). The reason of the latter is because in the case of
very low β the compression perpendicular to the line of sight
is simply much stronger. As a result one could see domi-
nance of fast modes which would be almost ‖ k⊥ in the case
of MA = 0.2 since the respective β value is  1 (See Ta-
ble 1 and also Appendix of Cho & Lazarian 2003). Another
thing that we see from Fig. 5 is that, while there is no ap-
parent power-law fit that could be found between both 〈κ〉
and σκ to MA for the two compressible modes, there exists
a nicely fit power law for Alfven mode to MA but with a
much flatter slope, contrary to the absence of power law in
what we see from §5. The filtering of slow and fast modes
are well known to improve hunting of anisotropy (Kowal &
Lazarian 2010) and also performance of the velocity gradient
technique Lazarian et al. (2017, 2018). The existence of the
power law on Alfven modes to MA would indicate the mag-
netization could be estimated if the compressible modes are
filtered.
7. APPLICATION TO OBSERVATIONAL DATA
We test our method in §4 in the recently available Planck
data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). We use the 353
GHz full-sky map (R3.01) and obtain the polarization angle
φ = 0.5atan2(U/Q) from the data. We then compute the
circular dispersion of polarization angles δφ and the curva-
ture quantities 〈κ〉 and σκ as proposed in §4. They are all
computed in a block-size of (4.17 degrees)2. Since these
three parameters are all increase with MA, we could see
whether the approach employing curvature is useful. We
do this by comparing the spatial correlation of the curvature
statistics to that of the dispersion of angles.
Fig. 6 shows how these parameter are distributed in the
full sky. One could see visually that these three methods
are spatially correlated. In the following we employ the
normalized cross-correlation function (NCC) NCC(a, b) =
Cov(a, b)/σaσb, where Cov is the covariance function, as
a tool to compare the similarity of the two two-dimensional
Figure 6. Three panels of figures showing the dispersion of angles
δφ (Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953, top panel), the mean 〈κ〉 and
dispersion of curvature σκ method (middle and lower panel§4) with
a block size of (4.17 degrees)2. The color scale is set such that a
lighter color indicates a larger value of that quantity and scales up
within one standard deviation.
maps. The NCC has a range of [−1, 1], with NCC > 0
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meaning the two maps have positive correlation and vice
versa. We compute the NCC function between the disper-
sion of angles to both mean 〈κ〉 and dispersion of curvature
σκ and see that:
NCC(δφ, 〈κ〉) ∼ 0.63
NCC(δφ, σκ) ∼ 0.76 (22)
We would also compare the two measurements locally. We
know that δφ ∝ MA and from §4.2 we know that 〈κ〉 ∝
M1.17A and σκ ∝ M1.39A . Therefore we expect 〈κ〉 ∝ δφ1.17
and σκ ∝ δφ1.39. Fig. 7 shows how the scatter plot of 〈κ〉
(left) and σκ (right) behave with respect to δφ. We added
the trends as predicted in §4.2 and see that the trend lines in
both figures predict the shape of both scatter plot when δφ <
0.2, which is consistent the numerical exploration in §4.2.
For δφ > 0.2radian ∼ 11.4o, both figures have a significant
deviation from the curvature statistics. However generally
both 〈κ〉 and σκ have a positive relation to δφ. This shows
that the statistical measure of κ is a valid measurement of
magnetization.
8. DISCUSSION
8.1. The use of torsion in studying magnetic field
Aside from curvature, torsion is also a very important ge-
ometric quantity for the magnetic field. While the use of tor-
sion is less popular in literature, we should not underestimate
the importance of torsion since it records how sharply the
magnetic field lines twist out of the plane of curvature. The
concept of torsion is especially useful when we are dealing
with the natural oscillation modes in magnetized turbulence,
namely the fast, slow and Alfvenic modes (See Biskamp
2003; Cho & Lazarian 2003). In fact, when a magnetic field
mode is propagating along some directions, the speed of ro-
tation of the eddy that is along the azimuthal direction of
the propagating directions records the torsion of the mode.
The signature of magnetic field rotates when propagating is
especially important when we are studying modes in MHD
turbulence.
Curvature and torsion could be easily visualized when the
magnetic field lines have some special geometry. For in-
stance, if the magnetic field line could be parametrized by
a circular helix LB(t) = (a cos(t), a sin(t), bt), then the
curvature and torsion of this magnetic field line are simply
κ = a/
√
a2 + b2 and τ = b/
√
a2 + b2, respectively. From
Eq. 2 we could have a formula for the signed torsion:
τ = bˆ · dnˆ
ds
(23)
The estimation of curvature and torsion would be also very
important in advancing the velocity gradient technique since
essentially Eq.2 describes the behavior of first three deriva-
tives of the orientation of magnetic fields. In the Velocity
Gradient Technique we approximated tˆ by block averaging
(Yuen & Lazarian 2017a). The curvature could be possibly
approximated by the magnetization technique by (Lazarian et
al. 2018) with Fig. 1 in 3D or Fig. 3 in 2D. Numerically if we
know both the tangent and curvature, we could then solve the
magnetic field line equation by Eq.2 and Eq.15. By studying
the properties of torsion field, we would know how the sec-
ond derivative of the orientation of magnetic field would look
like and that would provide us a geometrically more plausible
way in reconstructing the magnetic field directions.
8.2. Divergence of Alfven mode
One of the very important applications of the Frenet-Serret
frame derived from magnetic field line is to recognize how
the three MHD modes are related to the curvature and tor-
sion of magnetic lines. In below, we shall discuss how the
three MHD modes would be related to the local Frenet-Serret
frame of magnetic field by the theory of MHD turbulence
(Goldreich & Sridhar 1995; Lazarian & Vishniac 1999). In
the case of Cho & Lazarian (2003) decomposition the mean
field has to be locally a straight line8. In this scenario there
is an ambiguity in defining the directions of both nˆ and bˆ.
One could simply assign the Alfven wave unit vector to be
along one of these directions. However in the case of a mean
magnetic field with non-zero curvature, the effect of frame
changes in the local regions has to be taken into account and
we have to drop some assumptions that were valid in usual
compressible 3D magnetized turbulence. For instance, the
assumption that Alfven mode to be divergence free is not cor-
rect when the local mean field has non-zero curvature. South-
wood & Saunders (1985) proposes that the Alfven mode has
a non-zero divergence related to the curvature of the mean
magnetic field:
∇ · ζˆA ∼ κζˆA · nˆ (24)
where ζˆA is the Alfven mode unit displacement vector. Fol-
lowing Southwood & Saunders (1985), there is a source term
for the slow wave equation to be proportional to κζˆA · nˆ,
while the Alfven mode wave equation has similar term that
is ∝ κnˆ. Physically the bent magnetic field would induce
a change of fluid element volume towards the center of cur-
vature, which its size is proportional to κ. As a result, the
plasma pressure due to the compression of volume is changed
under this magnetic field geometry, which would drive the
slow mode to oscillate along with the azimuthal direction of
Alfven mode. However the Alfven mode in this situation is
no longer solendoial (See Eq. 23 or Fig 3 of Southwood &
Saunders 1985), which is different from the case when we
perform mode decomposition with a mean field with κ = 0
(See Cho & Lazarian 2003 for a discussion of MHD modes).
Unlike Cho & Lazarian (2003) where the mean magnetic
8 The ”locality” issue in Cho & Lazarian (2003) is hard in implement in
numerical simulations. In theory, if one could sample a small enough space
in the turbulence cube provided that the space has enough resolution for the
Fourier transform, the locality could be obtained within that small enough
space, which is the essence of the Cho & Lazarian (2003) decomposition.
However, due to the restrictions of resolutions, the statistics of a very small
region in numerical simulations are dominated by dissipations. Kowal &
Lazarian (2010) later uses the method of wavelets to localize the Cho &
Lazarian (2003) formalism.
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Figure 7. Two figures showing the scatter plot of 〈κ〉-δφ (left) and σκ-δφ (right) using the 353 Ghz Planck Polarization data at a block size of
(4.17 degrees)2. The two trend lines are added according to the prediction in §4.2.
.
field was approximated by a straight line, the study in South-
wood & Saunders (1985) points out that in the presence of
uniform non-zero curvature magnetic field, the transfer of
energy between Alfven and slow modes increases. This ef-
fect, is however reduced by the Alfvenic cascade happening
in one eddy turnover time, which makes the effect important
only when the curvature is comparable with the wave number
of the perturbations under consideration.
8.3. The picture of MHD modes under strongly curved
magnetic field
The expression Eq.24 suggests that the Alfven mode
wavevector, which lies on the plane spanned by the normal
and the binormal vector, would rotate as a function of cur-
vature with its rotation axis aligned with the tangent vector
t = B0. Eq.24 suggests that if λ⊥ is the perpendicular wave-
length and φk = cos−1(kˆ · bˆ), then the angle of rotation φA
of the Alfven mode with respect to the tangent vector is given
by:
cosφA ∼ cosφk
λ⊥κ
(25)
Therefore for a magnetized turbulent system with a non-zero
mean magnetic field curvature, one could (1) compute the
components of wavevector with respect to the Fernet-Serret
frame (2) compute the orientation of MHD modes according
to Cho & Lazarian (2003) and represent these eigenvectors
by Fernet-Serret frame (3) rotate the three MHD mode vec-
tors with the rotation matrix R(tˆ, φA) where tˆ is the rotation
axis. This method allows one to use the formulation of Cho
& Lazarian (2003) to compute the MHD modes.
8.4. Importance of gravity to magnetic field
The important insight of increasing coherent coupling be-
tween Alfven and slow modes in the presence of non-zero
curvature mean field suggests that using the concept of
modes in systems that has non-zero mean magnetic field cur-
vature should be taken in caution. In §2, we see that the cur-
vature naturally introduce a length scale related to the radius
of curvature rc = κ−1. Above the aforementioned length
scale Alfven and slow modes are coupled while below that
they act independently. In the case that there are no external
forces holding the magnetic field, the magnetic field curva-
ture would restore to infinity so that the magnetic field will
become a straight line when the magnetic energy from the
curvature is all transferred to the dissipation of Alfven and
slow modes.
However, in real astrophysical scenarios, there are exter-
nal forces that can keep magnetic fields bent. One of the
best examples would be self-gravity. It is shown observa-
tionally by Li et al. (2015) that the curvature of magnetic
field could be used in estimating the magnetic field strength
on a self-similar molecular cloud, suggesting that the curva-
ture of magnetic field does not dissipate to Alfven and slow
mode driving in a self-gravitating system. In fact, it is easy
to imagine that the gravitational field provides support for the
curvature of magnetic field. Following Li et al. (2015) , for a
spherical self-gravitating object of constant density ρ, radius
R and mean magnetic field strength B, along the normal di-
rection of magnetic field:
B2
R
∼ 4pi
3
Gρ2R (26)
which one would have κ(vAtff ) ∼ 1, where tff ∼
(Gρ)−1/2 is the free fall time. When rc = κ−1  vAtff
then magnetic field dominates over gravity, vice versa. This
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suggests that curvature could be supported by gravity if
Eq.26 is satisfied.
Under the scenario that κ(vAtff ) ∼ 1, the gravitational
energy would become the primary energy source in driving
both (non-incompressible) Alfven and slow waves. When
the density of the self-gravitating object increases, it is ex-
pected to have a run-off effect by having a larger curvature
and a much stronger coupling between the Alfven and slow
modes. Moreover, the dependence of curvature to magnetic
field changes from κ ∝ B−2 in non-gravitating systems to
κ ∝ ρB−1 in self-gravitating systems.
9. CONCLUSIONS
The use of geometrical properties of magnetic field lines
and interaction with magnetized turbulence would help us
advancing both the theory of MHD turbulence and also in-
troducing ways in studying magnetic fields in observation.
In this work, we explore the statistical properties of magnetic
field line curvature κ in compressible magnetized turbulence.
To summarize:
1. We propose an algorithm in computing the curvature of
both gradients of a scalar field and a vector field (§3.4)
2. We study the mean value and the standard deviation
of magnetic field line curvature and identify the power
law relation of the two quantities with the magnetiza-
tion. (§4.2).
3. We also obtain the power law relation of the spectral
index of the histogram of curvature with the Alfvenic
Mach number (§4.2)
4. The power-laws can also be seen in observation with
the exception of degenerate cases when mean magnetic
field is either parallel or perpendicular to the line of
sight (§4.2)
5. The curvature method can be used in advancing the
Velocity Gradient Technique and predicts the magneti-
zation based on the gradients of observables (§5)
6. The MHD mode analysis shows that Alfven mode is
the dominant curvature contribution towards the mag-
netic field lines traced by velocity gradients (§6)
7. We test our prediction of power law in §4.2 in obser-
vation and see the same relation of κ to δφ when the
latter is small (§7).
8. We discuss the modifications of the physics of Alfven
modes when the background magnetic field has signif-
icant curvature. (§8.2).
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APPENDIX
A. THE CONVERGENCE TEST FOR THE CURVATURE ALGORITHM
In this section we perform a convergence test and see if the algorithm that we developed in §3.4 would converge as we change
the only parameter dt in the algorithm. We test a wide range of the step size and Fig .8 shows the value of curvature in 4
randomly drawn pixels in our simulations as a function of step size. We can see that the estimated curvature value is basically
constant within the range of the dt that we selected. We therefore believe that our method of obtaining curvature is robust when
an appropriate dt is selected.
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